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t The Horizon House
location of Table of
Contents isn’t a purely
“public” spot -- but
Indy Reads Executive
Director Travis
DiNicola said the
choice “allows us to
target members of the
public who are often
forgotten.”

Public Collection site is unique opportunity

U

RBAN TIMES readers got the first
glimpse of a new Indy Reads project
last month, with a report about The
Public Collection, a series of eight book-borrowing stations that will be installed this summer.
Indy Reads and Rachel M. Simon are partnering on The Public Collection, book stations which will be open to everyone, for
free. Members of the public will be invited to
enjoy a book while visiting, borrow a book or
pass it along to a friend. Books can be
returned to any of the Public Collection locations or Indy Reads Books.
That March news report included an illustration of the proposed installation coming to
Monument Circle, designed by Brian
McCutcheon. Now, Indy Reads and its partner, Rachel M. Simon, have unveiled plans

for a second site, to be located in the Horizon
House, a day service facility for homeless
people. It’s title: Table of Contents.
The Horizon House installation emerges
from a unique collaborative team that pairs
Stuart Hyatt, an Indianapolis-based artist and
musician known for his evocative and participatory media works with Janice Shimizu and
Joshua Coggeshall, award-winning architects
with 20 years of realized projects throughout
the United States.
“The Public Collection at Horizon House
will be different from the other locations
because it is not a traditional public space, in
the same way that our other proposed sites of
Monument Circle, City Market, and Eskenazi
Hospital are public spaces,” said Alyssa Starr
Newerth, director of advancement at Indy
Reads.

“This work was designed specifically for our
neighbors at Horizon House who are currently experiencing homelessness.”
“We imagine Table of Contents to be so
much more than a repository for physical
books and audiobook CDs; we see it as an
interactive, inhabitable piece of architectural
sculpture. It is an artwork that offers multiple
points of access, allowing each viewer to
approach the piece on their own terms,” said
Hyatt.
“A goal of this project is to serve all members of our community,”said Travis DiNicola,
executive director of Indy Reads. “Most
pieces are in high-visibility public areas, but
the Table of Contents at Horizon House
allows us to target members of the public
who are often forgotten. As the Public
Collection expands in the future, we hope to

include more targeted sites like this.”
Newerth said Table of Contents has been
conceived and designed in direct collaboration with the neighbors of Horizon House
who are experiencing homelessness. The
structures will be fabricated off site but will
be assembled and finished on site with the
help of the Horizon House community, providing temporary employment to a group of
neighbors.
Said Simon, “The heart of The Public
Collection is about providing everyone with
equal access to books and art; I feel this is a
critical element of a socially just community.
The hope is to improve literacy and foster a
deeper appreciation for the arts.”
The artists and sites were announced last
month. Other artist-site pairings will be
announced in the near future. n
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201 N WALCOTT
blc# 21325137

Brandon Warfield 5309 E PLEASANT RUN PKWY S DR Judy Bastnagel
blc# 21386744

$154,900 Gorgeous Arts & Crafftts 3BR 1BA Oak floorss $165,000 Lg corner 1BR LoffttFletcher Pl Exp brick beamss $219,900 Walk to all of Broad Ripple 2BR 1.5BA Brickk $339,900 Contp loft design 2BR 2BA GR DR Den Ofc Bsmt $169,400 Four Sq American Trad 3BR 1BA Duplex + 2BRR $169,900 Brick Ranch w/full Bsmt 3840SF 3BDRM 2BAA
trim FP Built-ins 2CGar 317-650-9127
hdwd flrs 1C gar 317-698-7869
rnch Roofs wnds kit updt 317-698-7869
2C gar deck scrn porch 317-698-7869
1BA Home for
o in-laws 317-626-7174
2C Gar Frplc Walk to Park 317-372-2472
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$250,000 Beautiful 4BR 2.5BA Condo Hardwood floors $69,000 Charming 2BD on large corner lot Cozy Sunroom $195,000 Half block from Mass Ave great views of city $142,500 3BR Updated bungalow in Historic Watson $188,000 Classic all brick 4BR 1.5BA Tudor in Historic $375,000 5Bedroom 3Bath in Historic Mapleton Fall
Granite counters 2CGar 317-797-8222
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